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Abstract. Network embedding has been increasingly employed in net-
work analysis as it can learn node representations that encode the net-
work structure resulting from node interactions. In this paper, besides
the network structure, the interaction content within which each inter-
action arises is also embedded because it reveals interaction preferences
of the two nodes involved, and interaction preferences are essential char-
acteristics that nodes expose in the network environment. Specifically,
we propose interaction content aware network embedding (ICANE) via
co-embedding of nodes and edges. The embedding of edges is to learn
edge representations that preserve the interaction content. Then the in-
teraction content can be incorporated into node representations through
edge representations. Comprehensive evaluation demonstrates ICANE
outperforms five recent network embedding models in applications in-
cluding visualization, link prediction and classification.

1 Introduction

Network embedding has been a hot topic recently. Existing methods [1] [2] [3]
[4] [5] basically embed the network structure in an Euclidean space of interest.
In this way, however, they only encode the linkage information but ignore the
content within which node interactions arise. In practice, the interaction content
can be observed in various networks:

– In academic co-authorship networks as illustrated in Fig. 1, the particular
paper is the interaction content associated with co-authorships.

– In gene co-expression networks where genes co-express functional gene prod-
ucts, such as protein, the functional products are the interaction content.

– In social interaction networks where users interact under social media, e.g.,
discussing under images and documents, the media is the interaction content.

? The work was done when the author was a Ph.D. student at University of Illinois at
Chicago.
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Fig. 1: A co-authorship network sampled from a DBLP dataset [6] where nodes denote
researchers and rectangles with lines inside them denote papers that researchers co-
authored. Some papers may be missing due to the sampling process.

Interaction content has been shown helpful in network analysis, such as
community detection [7]. In the scenario of network embedding, we can see
interaction content contains node interaction preferences. Specifically in the co-
authorship network, the interaction content indicates research interests. Simi-
larly, the content in the social interaction networks reveals the events or activ-
ities that users are interested in. These two cases together indicate interaction
preferences are specific for the social environment.

Moreover, some nodes may have multiple distinct interaction preferences, and
each interaction may only arise within a single content. For example, a researcher
may have interests in three research areas, such as Database, Machine Learning,
and Data Mining. Different papers of the researcher and co-authors may belong
to different areas. Not distinguishing different co-authorships in terms of the
areas while embedding the co-authorship network, hence, is not appropriate.

To achieve this goal, the major challenge is that unlike concatenating rep-
resentations learned from node content into node representations suggested by
TADW [8], interaction content cannot be directly concatenated to node repre-
sentations because it is not affiliated to nodes. For example, in social networks
where users interact under images or documents, images or documents may be
belong to a third party who is not involved in the interaction. Hence, interaction
content needs to be incorporated into node representations in an indirect way.

To tackle this challenge, we propose interaction content aware network embedding
(ICANE) via co-embedding of nodes and edges. Specifically, ICANE embeds
the network structure in node representations, and embeds interaction content
in edge representations. Moreover, ICANE incorporates interaction content into
node representations via jointly learning representations for nodes and edges.

In some scenarios, interaction content can have relationships, e.g.,

– In co-authorship networks, the interaction content, i.e., papers, usually has
citation relationships as illustrated in Fig. 1.

– In gene co-expression networks, the interaction content can be proteins,
which can have protein-protein interactions in various biological processes.

– In social interaction networks, the interaction content is the media, such as
documents, which can have references to each other.
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Because the interaction content is affiliated to edges, we name the network re-
sulting from content relationships as an edge network. Hence, ICANE encodes
interaction content into edge representations by embedding the edge network.

In other scenarios, the interaction content has text information, e.g., paper
content in co-authorship networks. In this case, ICANE embeds interaction con-
tent into edge representations through enforcing a regularization on the edge
representations. We can use interaction content to regularize the edge represen-
tations because the interaction content is the ground truth about the interaction
preferences, e.g., paper keywords denote the research interests. Collectively, there
may exist both an edge network and text information in some scenarios.

It is worthy of noting that node representations may also benefit the learn-
ing of edge representations which explicitly preserve node interaction preferences.
Since node representations encode the network structure, i.e., interactions be-
tween nodes, node representations implicitly preserve interaction preferences of
nodes. Hence, node representations and edge representations actually preserve
similar characteristics but from different views.

2 Related work

The development of recent network embedding starts with DeepWalk [1], which
employs Skip-gram to present pairs of nodes reached in the same truncated
random walks to be close in the embedding space. There are other Skip-gram
based models, such as TADW [8] to embed both network structure and node
attributes, and node2vec [3] to explore diverse neighborhoods in random walks.

There are also many methods not based on Skip-gram. LINE [2] is proposed
to embed large-scale networks by directly presenting pairs of nodes with first-
order or second order connections to be close. GraRep [9] models first-order up
to a pre-defined k-order proximities into transition matrices. A recent study [10]
concludes that modelling high-order proximities can improve the quality of node
representations. Besides simply preserving the network structure, some meth-
ods also preserve network properties, such as HOPE [11] preserving asymmetric
transitivities and M-NMF [12] preserving communities. Some methods [13] [14]
[15] [16] even embed heterogeneous information networks. Deep learning has also
been applied for network embedding [17]. Most methods above are unsupervised
learning methods. Semi-supervised methods [18] [19] [20] have also been studied.

3 Preliminaries

DEFINITION 1. A network with interaction content is denoted as Gv(Vv, Ev, C),
where Vv is a set of nodes, Ev is a set of weighted or unweighted, directed or
undirected edges, and C is a set of interaction content.

DEFINITION 2. An edge network is denoted as Ge(Ve, Ee). Ve is a set of
nodes which are the concept of edges in Gv(Vv, Ev, C), Ee is a set of weighted
or unweighted, directed or undirected edges among the interaction content C.
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Note that |Ve| corresponds to the number of interaction content, and it may
not be equal to |Ev| due to two reasons. Firstly, multiple nodes may interact
within the same content, e.g., multi-author papers, which results in multiple
edges. Secondly, a pair of nodes may interact under multiple content. Multiple
interactions are treated as a weighted edge like existing embedding models do.

As an embedding method, ICANE presents nodes connected by edges to be
close in an Euclidean space. The closeness of two nodes is quantified as follows:

DEFINITION 3. The closeness of two nodes is quantified as the probability
of an edge between them, where the probability is defined as follows:

p(vi,vj) =
1

1 + exp{−v>i vj}
, (1)

where vi ∈ RD and vj ∈ RD are column vectors of representations for nodes i
and j, respectively, and D is the dimension of the Euclidean space of interest.

The closeness is reasonable as larger probabilities indicate larger inner prod-
uct of two vectors, which is a measurement of closeness in Euclidean space.

4 Model Development

4.1 Node Representation Learning

To embed the network structure, ICANE not only presents pairs of nodes con-
nected by edges to be close but also presents pairs of nodes not connected to
be apart in the embedding space because non-linkage information is also an
important part of network structure. Since the closeness is quantified as proba-
bility, the network structure preserving can be formulated into an optimization
objective according to maximum likelihood estimation as follows:

max
V ∈R|Vv|×D

∏
(i,j)∈Ev,(h,k)/∈Ev

p(vi,vj)(1− p(vh,vk)), (2)

which maximizes the probabilities of both linkage and non-linkage relationships.
The multiplication maximization is usually transformed to an equivalent min-

imization by taking negative natural logarithm, which is denoted as follows:

min
V
−

 ∑
(i,j)∈Ev

(wv)ij log p(vi,vj) +
∑

(h,k)/∈Ev

log(1− p(vh,vk))

 , (3)

where (wv)ij ∈ R is the weight of edge (i, j) added to reflect to relationship
strength. The loss function is referred to as Lv in the rest of the paper.

4.2 Edge Representation Learning

For interaction content that can produce an edge network, edge representations
can be learned by embedding the edge network structure, which can be per-
formed in the same way as embedding the node network structure. Hence, the
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loss function is referred to as Le, which is the same as Lv except that node
representations are replaced with edge representations.

For interaction content with text information, the content can be embedded
into edge representations via regularizing edge representations to accord with
the text information. The regularization is reasonable because the text informa-
tion is the ground truth about the interaction preferences, e.g., paper content
denotes research topics. The regularization can be performed by projecting the
representations to corresponding content, which is formulated as follows:

min
M∈RD×Q

||EM −A||2F , (4)

where M is a projection matrix to be estimated, Q is the number of terms in
text, E ∈ R|Ve|×D, A ∈ R|Ve|×Q is a term-frequency matrix extracted from text,
and || · ||2F is Frobenius norm. The intuition behind Eq. (4) is that the content
is well represented by edge representations through the projection matrix.

4.3 Joint Learning

The key to joint learning is how to relate edge representations to node represen-
tations so that interaction content can be incorporated into node representations.
As mentioned in the introduction, node representations encoding the network
structure implicitly preserve node interaction preferences and edge represen-
tations explicitly preserve interaction preferences. Hence, node representations
should be similar to representations of their incident edges. To make the prob-
lem simple, nodes are presented to be close to their incident edges, which can
be achieved in a similar way to encode linkage relationships among nodes.

Hence, the overall loss function for joint learning can be obtained as follows:

L(V ,E,M) =Lv + Le −

 ∑
vi→em

log p(vi, em) +
∑

vi 7→el

log(1− p(vi, el))


+ ||EM −A||2F + λ(||V ||2F + ||E||2F + ||M ||2F ),

(5)

which directly adds loss functions for node representation learning, edge repre-
sentation learning and joint learning. More sophisticated ways for the combina-
tion is left as future work. vi → em denotes em is an incident edge of vi while
vi 7→ el denotes the opposite. p(vi, em) is the closeness measurement between
a node and an edge, which is defined similarly to the closeness among nodes as
mentioned above. Specifically, p(vi, em) is quantified as follows:

p(vi, em) =
1

1 + exp{−v>i em}
, (6)

Eq. (5) assumes that there exist both an edge network and text information.
In some cases where there may be only one type of content information, we can
safely remove the corresponding component from Eq. (5). Hence, for cases where
there is only an edge network, we name the model as INCAE(E) while for cases
where there is only text information, we name the model as ICANE(A).
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Algorithm 1: The optimization algorithm

Input : Gv(Vv, Ev, C), D, λ, and negative ratio
Output: V and E

Pre-training V and E with gradient descent;
while (not converge) do

Fix V and E, find the optimal M with the Eq. (10);
Fix other variable(s), find the optimal E with gradient descent;
Fix other variable(s), find the optimal V with gradient descent;

return V and E

5 The Optimization

L(V ,E,M) is not jointly convex over the three variables. We thus solve it
by an alternating algorithm [21] which replaces a complex optimization prob-
lem with a sequence of easier sub-problems, and then solves the sub-problems
alternatingly. In our case, the sub-problems w.r.t vi and ei can be solved by
gradient-based algorithms, e.g., steepest descent or L-BFGS. The derivative for
minimizing L(V ,E,M) with respect to vi is computed as follows:

∂L(V ,E)

∂vi
=−

∑
(i,j)∈Ev

[
(wv)ijexp{−v>i vj}
1 + exp{−v>i vj}

vj

]
+

∑
(i,k)/∈Ev

[
vk

1 + exp{−v>i vk}

]

−
∑

vi→em

[
exp{−v>i em}

1 + exp{−v>i em}
em

]
+
∑

vi 7→el

[
el

1 + exp{−v>i el}

]
+ 2λ(vi),

(7)

The derivative with respect to em is computed as follows: ∂L(V ,E,M)
∂em

=

−
∑

(m,n)∈Ee

[
(we)mnexp{−e>men}

1 + exp{−e>men}
en

]
+

∑
(m,l)/∈Ee

[
el

1 + exp{−e>mel}

]

−
∑

vi→em

exp{−e>mvi}
1 + exp{−e>mvi}

vi +
∑

vk 7→em

vk

1 + exp{−e>mvk}
+ 2(eT

mM − aT
m)MT + 2λ(ed

m),

(8)

To minimize L(V ,E,M) with respect to M , the optimization objective
actually turns into solving the following problem:

min
M
||EM −A||22 + λ||M ||22. (9)

It is easy to see that the optimal M can be obtained by setting the derivative
of Eq. (9) w.r.t M to zero. Hence, the optimal M is obtained as follows:

M = (ETE + λI)−1ETA, (10)

where I ∈ RD×D is an identity matrix.
The pseudo-codes of the alternating optimization algorithm are presented in

Algorithm 1. Negative ratio is the ratio of the number positive edges to that of
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Network Co-authorship Paper Citation User Interaction Photo(group)

# Nodes 12407 8208 5342 2613
# Edges 27714 10532 230123 38841

# Attributes 6934 4070

Table 1: Network statistics

negative edges as used in LINE [2]. With the negative ration, the scalability to
large-scale networks can be guaranteed. Pre-training is performed to initialize
the model to a point in parameter space that renders the learning process more
effective [22]. The pre-training on V or E is performed by solely preserving
the network structure of Gv(Vv, Ev, C) or Ge(Ve, Ee), i.e., minimizing Lv or
Le by gradient descent. The learning rates of gradient descent are obtained by
backtracking line search [23]. If there is no Ge(Ve, Ee), the pre-training of E can
be performed by factorizing the term-frequency matrix A using SVD [9].

Algorithm 1 is essentially a block-wise coordinate descent algorithm [24]. So
convergence can be guaranteed based on the general proof of convergence for
block-wise coordinate descent. Moreover, in the experiments, we observe that
Algorithm 1 converges after about 10 outer iterations.

6 Empirical Evaluation

6.1 Datasets

– DBLP [6]: A co-authorship network is sampled with papers as the interaction
content. Papers are selected from conferences of four fields, which are SIG-
MOD, VLDB, ICDE, EDBT, and PODS for Database, KDD, ICDM, SDM,
and PAKDD for Data Mining, ICML, NIPS, AAAI, IJCAI and ECML for
Machine Learning, SIGIR, WSDM, WWW, CIKM, and ECIR for Informa-
tion Retrieval. Publication time span is set as 17 years from 1990 to 2006.

– CLEF [25]: CLEF is a dataset extracted from Flickr. From CLEF, we sam-
ple a user interaction network where interactions are established between
users commenting on the same photo. Hence, the photos are the interaction
content. Photos can be categorized into different groups, such as scenery,
explore, etc. The groups can be used to construct a photo network where
edges are established between two photos belonging to the same group. We
refer to this photo network as photo(group) network.

The network statistics are presented in Table 1.

6.2 Experiment Settings

ICANE is evaluated against five recent network embedding models, which are
DeepWalk [1], LINE [2], TADW [8], node2vec [3], and EOE [15]. Both TADW
and EOE embed networks with node content. They can be applied to the DBLP
co-authorship network because paper content can also be used as node content.
However, the tags of images of the Flickr user interaction network cannot be used
as node content in that the tags belong to a third party. For the implementation
of Algorithm 1, we set the embedding dimension as 128, which is used in all the
baselines, negative ratio as 5, which is used in LINE.
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(1) DeepWalk Author
 

 

(2) LINE2 Author
 

 

(3) node2vec Author
 

 

(4) TADW Author
 

 

(5) EOE Author (6) ICANE Author (7) ICANE(A) Author (8) ICANE(E) Author
 

 

Fig. 2: Visualization of representations for the DBLP dataset, where green points are
for authors from DB, light blue for IR, dark blue for DM, and red for ML. The filed of
an author is chosen as the one where he/she published the most papers.

6.3 Representation Visualization

This section visually presents how effectively the representations encode the
network structure. The DBLP data is used as the illustration. t-SNE [26] is em-
ployed to visualize the author representations in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2(1) through
Fig.2 (3) of baselines (LINE(1st) is omitted due to space limitation because it
performs worse than LINE(2nd)), we see that a considerably large number of
authors from different fields are mixed up. This may be because the selected
four fields, i.e., DB, DM, ML, and IR, are closely related, and there are many
cross-field co-authorships. Hence, the network structure along is not enough to
distinguish authors from one research field to another.

TADW, EOE and the proposed ICANE work better by utilizing the paper
content as illustrated in Fig. 2(4) though Fig. 2(6) where data points of the
same color are distributed together. This is because research focus of each field
is distinct, which is reflected on paper content. To make fair comparison with
TADW and EOE, we visualize representations learned by ICANE(A) in Fig. 2(7).
We see that ICANE(A) is also comparable with TADW and EOE. Moreover, we
visualize representations learned by ICANE(E) in Fig. 2(8). We can see Fig. 2(8)
performs better than the baselines only embedding the co-authorship network.

It might not be easy to visually tell which one of TADW, EOE, and ICANE
performs better, but ICANE can jointly learn author representations and pa-
per representations while all the baselines can only learn author representations.
Learning paper representations can lend strengths to learn author representa-
tions, and vice versa because paper representations capture research interests of
authors. As a result, the data mining applications with respect to either nodes
or edges may benefit from each other. The advantage of the joint learning is
demonstrated in the following link prediction and classification.

6.4 Link Prediction

Link prediction is usually performed by measuring similarities between two nodes
[27]. Here, the inner product of two node representations normalized by sigmoid
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Model 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

DeepWalk 79.30 86.74 89.52 90.59 91.30 91.49 91.73 91.75 91.88
LINE(1st) 74.26 85.45 89.62 91.87 93.17 93.96 94.61 95.00 95.36
LINE(2nd) 78.22 84.03 86.75 88.47 89.34 90.00 90.19 89.81 89.22
node2vec 77.07 80.57 81.67 81.79 81.17 81.64 82.01 81.46 81.73

ICANE(E) 90.25 93.21 94.39 95.95 96.38 96.50 97.02 97.25 97.42
ICANE(A) 93.82 94.93 95.73 95.22 96.22 96.29 96.96 97.10 97.29
ICANE 92.40 93.58 94.27 94.78 95.64 95.06 96.89 97.32 97.39

Table 2: AUC scores(100%) for Flickr interaction prediction when different ratios of
interactions are used in the training phase.

function is employed as the similarity measurement. We first perform Flickr
user interaction prediction, and conduct 9 runs of experiments where training
interactions range from 10% to 90% of the total interactions and the rest are
used as test interactions. Moreover, for each experiment, the same number of
negative interactions are randomly sampled for the evaluation purpose. AUC is
employed as the evaluation metric, and the results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 shows ICANE consistently outperform all the baselines no matter
what kind of content information is utilized (TADW and EOE are not applica-
ble since photos belong to a third party instead of the nodes of the interaction
network). Moreover, ICANE still work well given very limited training interac-
tions, such as 10% and 20%. The superior performance of ICANE benefits from
the extra information provided by photo tags and the photo(group) network
where photos are the interaction content within which users have interactions.

For DBLP co-authorship prediction, the co-authorships arise from 2007 to
2013 are used as test links, and experiment results are presented in Table 3.
ICANE outperforms all the baselines except for LINE(2nd). As we examine the
node similarities of links computed on the representations learned by LINE(2nd),
all the positive and negative links have node similarities close to 1.0, which is not
that interpretable. The reason behind the phenomenon may be that LINE(2nd)
presents nodes with second-order link to be close, which is not consistent with the
fist-order link prediction. Hence, LINE(2nd) is omit in the following discussion.

ICANE(E) outperforms baselines that only embed the network structure but
underperforms EOE which also embeds node content. This may be because the
paper citation network brings less useful information than paper content which
has explicit information about node interaction preferences. The useful informa-
tion brought by the paper citation network can be seen in the better performance
of ICANE than that of ICANE(A). Moreover, ICANE(A) and ICANE outper-
form EOE. Recall that ICANE(A) and ICANE use the paper content as inter-
action content while EOE uses it to construct an author-word coupled network.
Hence, the interaction content is explicitly embedded into edge representations,
and then is incorporated into node representations in ICANE. In EOE, paper
content is fragmentarily embedded in word representations by embedding the
word network. We can see the mechanism for incorporating paper content into
node representations of ICANE is more effective than that of EOE.

TADW performs even worse than DeepWalk that only embeds the network
structure. It is worthy of noting that TADW concatenates node representations
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Model DeepWalk LINE(1st) LINE(2nd) node2vec TADW EOE (E) (A) ICANE

AUC 76.62 72.38 83.05 76.68 73.82 80.95 78.02 81.30 82.83

Table 3: AUC scores(100%) for DBLP co-authorship prediction, where (E) and (A)
denote ICANE(E) and ICANE(A), respectively.

Flickr DeepWalk LINE(1st)LINE(2nd)node2vec TADWEOE (E) (A) ICANE

Micro-F1 65.1 58.6 57.2 72.5 69.5 70.3 73.2 73.1 73.7
Macro-F1 65.3 58.5 57.2 72.3 69.1 70.0 73.0 72.8 73.2

DBLP DeepWalk LINE(1st)LINE(2nd)node2vec TADWEOE (E) (A) ICANE

Micro-F1 60.2 59.9 59.5 62.9 79.6 79.9 67.3 79.7 80.8
Macro-F1 37.6 35.8 36.2 43.7 74.5 74.6 56.4 74.8 75.3

Table 4: Micro-F1(100%)&Macro-F1(100%) for multi-label classification

learned from node content and node representations learned from the network
structure. As a result, the node similarities of links are largely determined by
their node content, which indicates research interests of researchers. It is intuitive
that it is not necessary for researchers with similar interests to collaborate.

6.5 Multi-label Classification

For DBLP, a research field as a label is assigned to authors if they published
papers in this field. For Flickr, there are 99 labels for the photos in the dataset. It
is worthy of noting that for Flickr, the photo representations are edge represen-
tations in the proposed models while they are node representations learned by
baselines from the photo(group) network. The photo tags are the node content
of the photo(group) network. We employ Micro-F1 and Macro-F1 as the perfor-
mance metrics, and results of ten-fold cross validation are presented in Table 4,
which is produced by binary-relevance SVM with polynomial kernel. For Flickr,
ICANE performs better than all the baselines because ICANE can utilize not
only the photo tags and the photo(group) network, but also the user interaction
network. The user interaction network results from the photos so that it can
provide auxiliary information to the photo representations.

For DBLP, all the models utilizing both the co-authorship network and paper
content perform significantly than those only utilizing the co-authorship network.
ICANE(A) obtains similar performance as TADW and EOE, but ICANE per-
forms better than TADW and EOE because it can even utilize the paper citation
network. The benefits brought by the paper citation network can be seen in the
superior performance of ICANE(E) to that of DeepWalk, LINE and node2vec.

6.6 Multi-class Classification

The research field as a label is assigned to each paper. We employ SVM with
polynomial kernel as the classifier, and present the accuracy obtained by 10-fold
cross validation in Table 5. Similarly, ICANE outperforms all the baselines. To
this point, we have demonstrated not only the interaction content can help im-
prove node representations, but also the nodes can in turn help improve content
representations. Particularly in this case, the authors largely determine the fields
of their papers because they have particular expertise.
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Model DeepWalk LINE(1st)LINE(2nd)node2vec TADWEOE (E) (A) ICANE

Accuracy 68.62 61.40 55.36 70.84 71.06 69.03 72.83 73.56 73.66

Table 5: Accuracy on DBLP paper multi-class classification

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose interaction content aware network embedding via
co-embedding of nodes and edges. In the future, we plan to consider the case
that the network structure may be conflicting with edge content, and design
more sophisticated ways to combine the loss incurred by preserving the network
structure and the loss incurred by preserving the content.
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